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';: ■:;V:; , . ' 'A', : v;;: , ■• INTRODUCTION , ; J •

l.»I General, ̂ iticttssion ; ' - . % . : '
The field performance of deep: well centrifugal turbine pumps 

will,vary,from their laboratory pr shop performance with length of 
■seryiceo However^ field pump tests as ordinarily conducted do not , 
determine the actual pumpperformance but are eoneerned with the 
overall efficiency of the pumping plant« This is the:most important 
criteria for the pump user and for electrically driven pumps is Often 
referred to as wire-to-water; efficiencyo low efficiencies attributed 

to the pump are'often due to losses in other parts?of the•system®
: 1. Pump characteristic curves she used to describe the results
of factory tests of a pump®. A complete set of pump characteristics ■ 
at constant speed includes the following' curves on a single graphs 
head vs® cspscity^-: efficiency vs® capacity, and brake horsepower vs®

1®2 Statemeht of Problem , . >■'V .’/v ' h 'i / :
vl ''"Deep well centrifugal turbine pumps operate under changing
conditions and characteristics» Changes in operating conditions can 

be caused by a rising or falling water, table® Changes in pump 
characteristics are caused by wear which increases pump losses there
by lowering -efficiencyo This results in a .lowering of the head capa

city, curve and a reduction in the slope of the curve® • •
' :. The problem: is to investigate through comprehensive tests the



field performance of deep well centrifugal turbine pumps and correct 
the test results for various electrical, mechanical^, and hydraulic 
losses to determine true pump performance? comparison can then be 
made with laboratory test results obtained from information supplied 
by the pump manufacturers«

1?3 Scope of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is' to present a limited, compari

son-.'of the design characteristics of deep well centrifugal turbine 
pumps with their field performance based on tests conducted on ten 
pumps during a three month period? All losses in the system are 

measured or computed using standard formulas and methods,, and actual 
pump performance determined? In so far as possible changes in per
formance are correlated with those facts which can be established 

about the operating conditions and history of the pump?



Chapter 2 
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP THEORY

2.1 Pump Impeller Theory
2.1.1 Definitions and Terminology

Centrifugal pumps include all pumps in which liquids are 
pumped or pressure is generated by the rotary motion of an impeller. 
Each pump has two principle parts: the impeller which transfers its
rotary motion to the liquid through impelling action, and the casing 
which houses the impeller.

b a c kSHROUDFRONT
SHROUD

SHAFTEYE

Fig. 2.1 Single-suction Impeller

The impeller is mounted on a shaft supported by bearings and 
driven by a rotary driver. The impeller vanes which are curved back
wards and the impeller side walls called shrouds form the impeller 

channels. The casing includes bearing supports and suction and dis
charge nozzles which direct the liquid to the impeller and carry it 
away under higher pressure. Closely fitted wearing rings called ver
tical or horizontal seals are mounted on the casing to reduce leakage

3



from discharge to suction.
Because of impeller action liquid leaves the impeller at a 

higher pressure and velocity than exist at the pump entrance. The 
exit velocity is converted into pressure in the casing which may be 
either of the volute or diffusion type. The volute casing has a 
gradually increasing area called a volute with the major velocity 
conversion occurring in the conical discharge nozzle. In the diffu
sion pump or more commonly designated turbine pump casing the impel
ler discharges into a channel having diffusion vanes with the major 
conversion of velocity to pressure taking place between the vanes. 
When the desired pressure cannot be efficiently developed by one im
peller several are used in series to form a multi-stage pump.

Fig. 2.2 Volute and Diffusion Casings

2.1.2 Velocity Triangles
The flow of liquid through an impeller can be studied graphi

cally with the use of velocity vector diagrams called velocity tri

angles. Velocity triangles can be drawn at any point along the flow 
path but are most significant for the entrance and discharge sections 
of the impeller. Velocity triangles at these points are called



5
entrance and discharge triangles.

Three flow velocities are considered: the velocity relative
to the impeller, the impeller peripheral velocity, and the absolute 
velocity with respect to the pump casing. The absolute velocity is 

equal to the vectorial sum of the relative velocity and the peri

pheral velocity.
Figure 2.3 shows typical entrance and discharge triangles 

using Stepanoff‘s* notation.

Fig. 2.3 Entrance and Discharge Triangles

u = impeller peripheral velocity 

w s relative velocity 

c = absolute velocity 
Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to entrance and discharge sections respec
tively. Tangential components of relative and absolute velocities 
are given the subscript u, and components of the absolute velocity 
normal to the peripheral velocity are designated with the subscript m.

^Stepanoff, A. J ., Centrifugal and Axial Flow Pumps, (New 
York; John Wiley and Sons, 1957), pp. 29-30.
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All velocities are taken as average velocities in a section 

normal to the direction of flow at that point although a uniform velo
city does not exist,

2,1.3 Theoretical Pump Head

The principle of angular momentum applied to the mass of 
liquid passing through the impeller channels can be used to develop

oan expression for the theoretical head of a centrifugal pump.

Fig, 2,4 Impeller Force and Velocity Diagram

Referring to Figure 2,4 let abed represent the mass of liquid 
between two impeller vanes at time t = 0, After a time interval dt 
the same mass will have the position efgh. The differential unit of 
mass is dm = abef js cdgh. The mass represented by abgh does not

^Ibid., pp. 30-32.



change its moment of momentum in the time interval dt. The difference 
in moment of momentum of cdgh and abef is equal to the moment of all 
external forces applied to the mass abed. If T equals the moment of 
external forces then

T = dny/dt(rgcgcoswg - rjojcose^) (2.1)
External forces applied to the liquid are the pressures p^ 

and Pfo on the front and back of the vanes, pressures ps and pd on the 
faces of the liquid section, and hydraulic friction losses which op

pose the relative flow.
Extended to the entire impeller dn̂ /dt is the time rate of 

mass flow QT/g. Substituting and multiplying byui, the angular 
velocity of the impeller

Tto = QTcygtrgCgCOsetg - r^c^cosw^) (2.2)
Tw represents power input applied to the liquid by the vanes•
Substituting u = u) r, ccos<x = cu

P=  Qr /g(u2cu2 " ulcul) (2.3)
Assuming no losses this power is available as the pump output.

Q r H  * Qr/g(u2cu2 - ulCul) (2.4)
or by eliminating QY

H = (u2cu2 - ul°ulVg (2.5)
This equation is known as Euler's equation. In practice the

true velocities and direction of flow are not known, and the head ob
tained by equation (2.5) will be higher than the input head.



2.2 Pump Characteristics
2.2.1 Total Dynamic Head

The level to which a liquid can be raised by a pump is known 

as head and usually is expressed in feet. When not used for lifting 
or moving a liquid but for generation of pressure pump head may be ex
pressed in pressure units, commonly pounds per square inch.

The total dynamic head is defined as^
H = %  -Hg + Vd2/2g - VsZ/2g (2.6)

where =■ discharge head measured at discharge nozzle re
ferred to pump center line 

Hg = suction head measured at suction nozzle referred 
to same datum 

r velocity at discharge nozzle 
Vg = velocity at suction nozzle 

The total dynamic head represents the energy given to the 
liquid by the pump. The method of measuring total dynamic head dif
fers with pump arrangements and means used for measuring head. The 

hydraulic Institute Test Code gives complete details on approved 

methods

2.2.2 Capacity
The volume of liquid pumped is referred to as capacity and 

usually is measured in gallons per minute.

3Hydraulic Institute Standards, Tenth Ed., (New York:
Ifydraulic Institute, 1955), p. B(Vlll)-2.

4Ibid., pp. B(VIII)-13 - B(VIII)-17.



2.2*3 Efficiency
The ratio of pump energy output to the energy applied to the 

shaft is termed pump efficiency. For water
Efficiency = (gpm x H)/(3960 x bhpj; (2.7)

the term (gpm x H)/3960 is the pump output in horsepower and 
is called water horsepower (whp).

2.2.4 Performance Curves
The variation of head with capacity at constant speed is 

called the pump characteristic. Complete characteristics also in
clude efficiency and brake horsepower curves. Head, capacity, and 

brake horsepower of a pump vary with speed according to affinity laws 
which assume no efficiency change. The affinity laws state that the

SO

80

70

BHP
zsr
20

CAPACITY 6PM 000

Fig. 2.5 typical Pump Characteristic Curves

head varies directly as the square of the speed ratio, capacity varies 

directly as the speed ratio, and brake horsepower varies directly as 

the cube of the speed ratio.
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The theoretical head capacity curve of a pump is a straight 

line. Ifydraulic losses will determine the head-capacity curve of an 
actual pump. Ordinarily the head-capacity curve can be obtained by 
subtracting losses from the theoretical straight line

H

0

Fig* 2.6 Q-H Curve Obtained by Subtracting Losses

2*3 Pump Losses 
2.3*1 hydraulic Losses

The least known of all pump losses are the hydraulic losses 
because there are so many contributing factors• hydraulic losses in
clude friction, diffusion, recirculation and shock losses.

Friction loss in pumps occurs in the flow channels but is 
difficult to compute because of the wide variations in the dimensions 
of the channels and in the friction coefficient. Friction losses can 

be stated as
hf = k]Q2 (2.8)

Diffusion losses occur in the discharge nozzle of volute

^Daugherty, R. L., Hydraulic Turbines. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1920), p. 240.



pumps and. in the diffusion vanes of turbine pumps0 Determination of 
the diffusion coefficient is difficulty and the loss is given as

= kgQ2 ' ' Ca09 ) '
. ■ gFriction and diffusion losses can thus be combined as

v - ■ ‘ : ; 2 " ; " '■■■■ :: ' ■ :■ " . ' ■ (2.10)
Losses occurring at the impeller entrance and discharge are

called shock losses * They are caused by a high rate of shear due to
the flow velocity difference between the impeller and the other flow
channels o For a-theoretical impeller there is a shook less capacity ..
(CL) where the direction of flow agrees with the impeller vane anglesa
", ■ ■■ ■ " 7 ' . : ‘ and no losses occur0 . At capacities above and below Qg there will be

losses which can be expressed as , ■ ;

hg = k4(Q Qs)2 : (Boll)

In addition to the losses accounted for there is another loss
•which is sero at the maximum, efficiency point and increases toward
zero capacity 0 This loss is believed to be caused by recirculation
of the high pressure liquid from tile leading face of the van© into
the low pressure gone near the underside of the v a n e H o  formulas
have been developed expressing this loss in terms of known quantities o

205 <>2 Leakage ’ and Disk Friction Losses

Leakage, occurs from th# discharge to the suction side, of the

®Stepan©ff a 0po Citofl pp0 184=166
^Daugherty8 0po Gitoa pp0 234^237 0

8St©pan©ffa 0p» Gitoy ppo 199=2000:



pump through the running clearances between the impeller and the 
easingo To obtain"the power loss leakage is multiplied by the pres= 
sure drop across the clearance0 If the pressure across the clearance 
is known leakage can be calculated by solving the Bernouli equation 
for the leakage channelV Impeller and casing rings called seals are 
provided to miriimiz® leakage0 Using a stepped rather than flat, .sur

face on the rings will further reduce leakage loss by increasing the 
length of the leakage channel.

Bisk friction loss occurs as the impeller rotates in a fluid. 
The basic equation for disk friction loss is

hpd = En5B5 (2,12)
where hpd = horsepower absorbed by the disk 

■ . K • = an experimental' factor ; \

■ ■■ n- = rpm . .. : v.
• B = disk diameter' •

Experimental- results indicate the following to be significant in disk 
friction losss clearance between the disk and the walls g surface 

roughness of the disk and the wallss and the fluid viscosity,
2,3,3 Mechanical and Thrust Losses

• Mechanical losses bccur in the bearings and stuffing boxes of 

a pujap. Their nature is known.but little data is available on actual 
values. One percent of the brake horsepower is used as a representa= 

tive value for these losses,



Thrust loss is not a true pump loss but appears as an in= 

Greased thrust load on the driver caused hy the differential pressure 

©n opposite sides of the impeller0 The magnitude of thrust oan he 

calculated as*^

f = l&i = a@|)(pi « Pg) ' '■ (2ol3)
where . T = axial thrustp pounds

&2= area of impeller syea square inches 
. A s ~  area shafta square inches-

p^ = pressure oh back shrouds psi ;

pg = ' suction pressure o



• - Chapter 3 •. •

. PHIS F P F  !ffiSOTG

Sol Iatredu©ti©a
The e©n.6©ntration of ordinary field pump tests on the overall 

or wir@c=t@timter effieienoy ©f the pumping plant installation provides 

limited information ©n actual pump performance 0 A eomplete analysis 
of the entire system is necessary because losses attributed to the . 

pump may o©©'ur elsewhere in the system or be due to improper pump 

selection and use 0
Laboratory tests are conducted under ideal conditions which 

cannot be duplicated in the fieldo Howevers analysis of comprehen
sive field test data will permit a comparison with laboratory test 

results„
Figure Sol is a block diagram of ah electrically driven 

pumping plant o' Major loss factors at each section are shown0 To de

termine pump performance these losses must be measured directly $, com
puted from standards of the Hydraulic I n s t i t u t e o r  computed from 
reliable estimates of conditions existing in that section.

Field pump tests were conducted during the period from June 
to Augusts 1959 on pumps in the Beardsley-Marinette area of Central 

Arizona. The location of actual pump sites is given on the test 

forms in Appendix Ao Tests were made on six submersible motor type 

and four line shaft pumps which are deep well pumps driven from the

^%draulie Institutep 10th Bd0fl Op. Citog Data Seetion.

. ■ 14
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POWLR IN PUMP LOSSES
w a t t m e t e r

r e s i s t a n c e

S T A R T E R

R E S IS T A N C E

CABLE_______
RESISTANCE

M O T O R _______
E L E C T R I C A L
M E C H A N I C A L

SHAFT_______
M E C H A N I C A L

d i s c h a r g e  P IPE
FRICTION

W A T E R
OUT

E L B O W

H Y D R A U L I C

C O L U M N  P I P E  
FRICTION

PUMP______
FRICTION
h y d r a u l i c
MECHANICAL

SU CTIO N P IPE  
FRICTION

S T R A IN E R  
E N T R A N C E

t
w a t e r  in

Fig. 3.1 Block Diagram with Loss Factors



surface o All had, closed impellers and were operating -under similar 
eonditioias o • ■-> 1

3o2 Testing Athod ■ '. : , . ,
In conducting the tests quantitative measurements were made 

■ where possible of all factors affecting pump performaneed Since all. 
the pumps to be tested were electrically driven and had individual 
-watthour. meterss input electrical power was measured, with,the watt

meters o' ■ The' voltage; and amperage were measured with a tong type volt» 

ammeter to avoid interrupting the electrical service and for safety 
r e a s o n B o V ^  - ^ : ' : V  : .■ v 1; ; ■' ■ . :■, ' : p

/ PuMg)- discharge was measured with end^eap orifices 0 This ; 
method requires a limited amount of equipment and is one of the most 
accurate methods applicable to field testijago Head on the orifice 
was measured With a plastic tube xnrater manometer0 Pumping lift was 
measured using;the airline method because all installations included 
readily accessible.air lines 0 The air pressure in feet of water ne- 
cessary to force all the water from the air line subtracted from the 
airline length' wi 11 give the distance from the surface to the water 
. level o Figure 3 o2 is a sketch Of a typical pumping plant Installa- - 
tion and test set :up0 ' . ..

. Test forms used by the major companies concerned with pump 
testing. in Arizona and California were examined; and found to be un

suitable for use in the testing programs •' Hew forms were d^signed. to 
facilitate record keeping and provide a complete log of pump per- . • 

f ormance during - the testing period, •
. Necessary date to be. used in analyzing pump performance are
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M S  NQNlz TERo MOTOR

AXRUNE 
P K £S S < /*.£  
C,AU&£ y

£/VP gap oAtrtccPf5CHSMG£

CSS I MO

COLUrtV PIPE

PUMP BOWLS

SU C TJO A / P iP £

■ STRAINER

Fig. 3.2 Typical Pumping Plant Installation



recorded on the Pumping Plant Record fora (Figure 3 03) from, inform- 
tion in the owner1s reoord of each installation and from manufac~ 
iturers * handbooks <, An explanation of the terms on this form used in 
computations f ollocifs s ,' ■  ̂ ' ' ■ : ; .'

Disk_^, is the watthour constant of the "matthour meter and re
presents vwatthours per revolution of the mete r disk „

The multiplier is: the ratio of .the current’ transformer used ■

to extend, the: range of the ’watthour meter o
Gable resistance is computed from standard mlues of res is- 

;tance given, in AffG:‘;taliie:S o. :'v
Three values of motor officienoy are giTen representing manu- 

facturer!s ratings for one-half s ihree-quarters s and full load eondi- 

tions.o'::. ’ \ ;V ' .  ̂ ’ -
: Golumn pipe length9 sizej .and estimated friction coefficient

; are; used •in determining- ffietibn loss from tables. /

Oil tubing encloses the shaft.in line shaft pumps and its 
size is used in determining .column pipe friction loss from tables.

’ .Line shaft length and - size • are used in determining shaft •
' ' ... . - re . ■ - ' ' -bearing loss from tables 0 , /

1 Ifechanical thrust is the: weight Of the line shaft which is

^BarkSg Lo S09 edoa Mechanicai Engineers^ Handbookg (fifth 
editioni hew Yorks McGraw-Hill, 1951)  ̂p 0 1951«, . .. . •.-»::

. •'rStandards of hydraulic Institute  ̂,7th Edo a .(.Hew York; 
Brdraulle Institutefl. X937)-j Gection E s pp« 10-13» •

^Ibidcs Section E s ppe . 10-13» :
>' ^Ibido, Section E.po 14o : : -
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PtiMPXMG PLANT RECORD 
Omer

Well Ho. Bate

f t' 0
'*> 0 «* # e?» -J

a 9 ' |
9 S I

O » e tO 8o «■ ■ <cEfl 1 » 1. A 1L i |

Sec, S.

Ser. Ho 
Starter: Mfg0_
Cable:

Multiplier

_Type_

ft. of size & £t0 of sis©

Motor Mfg, 
HP

Ser,

Volts Phase

Cy@l©_
Column Pipe:_

Oil Tubing__
Lin© S h a f t_
Pump: Mfg.-__

m m Bff.

ft. of. in Eat. Cbef£. .

ft. of _in. Shaft Loss 
Type

Jiecfe. thrust_ 

' Thrust K
Condition^ 

Suction pip©: 
Strainer: Type_
■ Discharge Pipe:

ft. of
_Length_
ft. of in Elbow

Misc.

Airline: of

Pig. S.3 Pumping Plant Record Form



supported by the motor thrust bearing0
Pump thrust E is the manufacturer®s impeller constant repre= 

seating pounds thrust per foot Of total pump head used in computing 
the hydraulic thrust of the pump,

■ . Suction and discharge pipe length are added to the column 
pipe length in determining friction loss»

Strainers g'elbgsrs.g: TOl'reSg and other miscellaneous fittings g
17if presentp cause losses, whose jmgnitud© is determined from tables 0 

Airline length is used in computing pumping lift0

The measurements made in field, tests are recorded on the 
Field Data Sheet form (Figure 304)^ and the purpose for which,they . 
are made is given be low <,

Wattmeter . seci/ 20 rev„ Wattmeter readings are made by 
measuring the seconds required for twenty revolutions of the meter 
disk and are used in computing input electrical power,,

Voltage (running) Running voltages are measured to determine 
if operating conditions are normal,,

, jmps Amperage is measured as a cheek on operating conditions 

and is used in. computing cable losses»
Orifice head in0 HgO above center line Orifice head is ' - 

measured in inches of water above the center line of the discharge 
pipe and is used with calibration curves in Appendix B to determine 
pump dischargeo ■
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FIELD DATA SHEET 
Pump Test Measurements

Owner________________________  Well No._________ ___

DATE

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev.

(2) Voltage (running) Avg. 3 phases

(3) Amps Avn„ 3 phases

(4) Orifice No.

(5) Orifice Head in. H 2O above centerline 
Head Meas.___ in.from end of pipe

(6) Airline gauge ft. of H2O

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft.

(8) Water temperature °F

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by:

Fig. 3.4 Field Data Sheet Form



Airline- gauge f10 of HpO The airline pressure gauge.is 
©alibrated in feet of "mater9 and the gauge readings are used to de
termine pumping lift0

later temperature °F Water temperature readings are mde to 
©ompare with the standard 68° F used in laboratory tests»

The results of the test and (Computations are reoorded on the 
Performance Beeord form (Figure 3 05) 0 Computations were made as

followss::; . ' k;' '
l) Plant input horsepower = 5600 z disk By, x multiplier 
: . . . • ' 7 46 z see of~20 disk. re?,

' 2) Cable loss = amps % ©able resistanee x phases
. . '■ : V : , 746 . : ■ - . .
5) Motor input horsepower = Item 1 « Item 2
4) Motor efficiency is manufaoturer5s rating for load present0
5) Thrust loss horsepower = O0075 x rpm/lOO x $ thrust/1000 

Thrust s mechanical thrust l^drauli© thrust 
%"drauli© thrust = thrust K x Item 16

■ 6) Motor output horsepower = Item 3 x Item 4 == Item 5
7) Shaft bearing loss horsepower = K x fto line shaft/lOO 
. Line shaft bearing loss, factor K is from, tables
8 ) Brake horsepower to pump s Item 6 <= Item 7
9.) Capacity gpm is taken from orifice calibration curves in 

Appendix Bs
10) Column pipe friction loss - f x eorreoted pipe length
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD

Owner Well No.

Dete
(1) Plant input hp
(2) Cable loss hp
(3) Motor input hp
(4) Motor Efficiency
(5) Thrust loss - hp
(6) Motor output - hp
(7) Shaft loss - hp
(8) Brake horsepower to pump
(9) Capacity gpra
(10) Column lose - ft. of HoO
(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H?0
(12) Elbow lose - ft. of HgO
(13) Misc. loss - ft. of HfO ,

(14) Velocity head - ft. of H?0
(15) P»m*ima lift - ft. of H9O
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H?0
(17) Pump output hp
(18) Water hp
(19) Pump efficiency
(20) Overall efficiency

Fig. 3.5 Pump Performance Record Form



19Friction factor f is taken from tables»
11). Strainer, loss. - Item 14/2
12) Elbow loss s Itpm 14/2 .
13) liiseellaneous losses from valves and other fittings are 

' taken from tables '
14) Velooity head = Yeloci%-^/2g
15) Pacing lift - airline length =■ airline gauge reading in 

feet of nmter-4 distance from center line of discharge 
pipe to top of airline -J- orifice head in feet of water«

■ 16) Total pump head is the sum of Items 10s 113 123 1SP 143
and 16o ■ ■ . . .

17) Fmttp output horsepower - (item 9 x Item 16)/S960
18) Water horsepower = (item 9 x Item 15)/S960

■ 19) Pimp efficiency = Item. 17/ Item 8 .
' 20) Overall efficiency = Item 18/ Item 1

Samples of the sand content of the pumped water were obtained 
by holding a pint container at the end of the discharge pipe until 
just filled with water« Samples were taken at time intervals of Qs 
lg 3g 5g and 15 minutes after the first flow reached the end of the 
pipeo The sand was removed from the water by filteringfl and a 
mechanical analysis was made, Besults of the analysis are recorded 
on the Sand Sample Analysis form (Figure 3o6)„
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Owner_________________________________________Well No.______ Date

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5

rime after start (mln).

telght water & sand (gm)

Weight sand (gm)

I sand by weight

Size distribution
Larger than 1 mm W g t .

%

1 mm to .5 ram Wgt.

%

o5 mm to 60 mesh Wgto

Z

f>0 t o  140 mesh W g t .

Z

140 t o  300 mesh Wgto
L .. . . . ...

7. 1

Smaller than 300 mesh W g t .

t
—  - - i_ _ _ _ _

Fig. 3.6 Sand Sample Analysis Form
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Water samples were taken, and sent to the Agricultural 

Chemistry and Sells Department at the University of Arizona, for 
chemical analysis o The total soluble salt content was found to be 
below 457 ppm In all eases which is not high enough to cause a signi~ 
fleant reduction in efficiency through corrosion or incrustation of . 
the metal surfaces in the pump0

SoS Problems Encountered in Testing .■
The main problem encountered in conducting the field tests 

m s  in the selection of pumps that would meet the requirements of the 
testing methodc There was a lack of complete and accurate records of 
pump history in some cases 0 lS.ny pumps could not be tested with @nd= 
cap orifices because of poor threads or no threads on the end of the 
discharge pipe 0 Some, of the discharge pipes had valvess elbows 3 or 
other fittings less than the recommended ten diameters from the end 
of the pip© 0 A falling water table in the area of the pump tests 
places many air lines completely out of water thus preventing measure
ment of pumping lift by this methodo



; ' . Chapter 4 ': . ,
TEST RESULTS AH) COMPARlSOi WITH DESIGN CHAmCTERISTICS

4ol Design Characteristics
The design characteristics of the pumps tested were obtained 

from, factory test data supplied by the pump manufacturers1 represen
tatives o This data includes head-capacityg efficiencys and brake 
horsepower curves for a single stage 0 Usually . the manufacturer makes 
available three different impellers for. each type of-bowl as the . 
casing in deep well.centrifugal turbine pumps is calledo Thus on a 
drawing of pump characteristics there are three sets of curves rep
resenting the- characteristics of the highp medium,, and low. head 
impellers o / . ■ '

To select a pump for use where more than one stage will be 
necessary to meet the desired head-capacity conditions there are3 in 
general* two methods s 1 ) use a series of like impellers or combina
tion of standard- impellers.* or- 2 ) reduce- the Impeller diameters of a 
number of like stages. •' ; ■

Each method necessarily involves;a different method of estab
lishing thb total head^capacity curveo In method (l) if the standard 
impellers are all identicala simple multiplication will give the 
head-capacity curveo However* efficiency of the completed .pump is 
higher than that of a single stage because interstage entrance and 
discharge losses are lower than the losses at entrance and.discharge 
sections used only once in a pump regardless.of the number of stages.



The ■Baarafae'fcarer1 s eurves haw a table of @ffieienoy ©orreotion for , 
mrioms numbers, of stages o If different impellers are used a weighted 
multiplioation proeess is usedo Eff ioieney. is ©brreoted as before-*

In method (2) estimating the performance of a pump for a 
given reduction in impeller diameter follows elosely the affinity 
laws which state that the.head varies directly as the square of the 
diameter ratios capacity varies directly as the diameter ratiog and 
brake horsepower varies directly as the cube of the impeller diameter 
rati© o Ss the impeller diameter is reduced the laws become approxi*-- 
mate because hydraulic:efficiency decreases with cut impellers in=-. 
stead of remaining constant as assumed in the affinity laws 0 The 
error becomes greater the more the impeller diameter is reduced0

These methods were used to compute characteristic curves for 
the tested pumpso The assumption was made that the particular pump 
met the specifications of the manufacturer when it was newc -

4o2 Test Results and Comparisons . ■ ,
In this section the results of testing each pump will be an&= 

lysed separately and compared with the. design characteristics for the 
pump drawn from, the factory test data o The head=>capaeity curve of a
pump becomes lower and reduced in slope with wear, &. new curve cannot
. - . . i ■ : ' -  ' . -

be'accurately drawn from test results for a limited range of operating 
conditions 0 Because'the test operating conditions were limiteds the 
comparison will be made on the basis of what the capacityg brake horse 
powerg and efficiency would be in a new pump for the head conditions 
that existed. ' ' ■
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4o2ol Well Ho6 IK9S8 : \ ' v ; .

$ii® pugp in thiiS well. is. a ■brel’v© iaeh ̂ ■r‘onc=Jaekson , !Type
2CKM with eight stages 0 The bowl ^rpe is ZCKp and - the medium, head
impeller is used o Eeeords show that the punip w s  remo'red from the

■■■ , " :.vv , y  . y : : ; ;
-welip' ©verhauledg and reinstalled on April 20s 1959»

Test Boo 1 July 1, 1959 For the head ©onditions.at that 
times oapaeity TO.S ■ 20 gpm lo®’i hrake horsepower was 5 hp high5 and 
eff ieieney was 6 persent low„; ■ - '

Test Bop 2 ■ July 27g 1959 For the head ©onditions at that 
time2 ©apaeity was 60 gpm low$ brake horsepower was 4 07 hp high5 and 
effieienoy was 907 percent low0

Test Ho o 5 August 19s 1959 For the head ©onditions at that
time s ©apaciiy was 120 gpm. lewrj brake horsepower was 206 hp highi
and effioieney was 15 =8 percent low0

The lowering, of the headeoapaeity curve was greater on this
pump tlmn would be expected over the short period of testing, How=>
eyerg the sand sample analysis' shows that a large amount of sand was 
being pumped in the. water which would cause an increased rate of 
wear o This Weil M d  been recently deepened which was ! probably the 
reason for the high sand content in the water 0 Brake horsepower 
higher than the original Curve indicates.mechanical or electrical 
losses greater than the computed values,

. The water temperature and its chemical analysis show that 
they would have little effect on the field pump test results.

The results of the field tests are•plotted on the graph of • 
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 4ol), \
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40B02 Well Hoo A=19 '
The pump in this well is a twelve inch Byron^Jaekson Type ■ . 

2CKH with eight stages 0 The bowl type is 2CKP and the high head im
peller is '.used o , Keeords show that the; pump was removed from the wellg 
overhauleds and reinstalled on February 21a 1958a

■Test Ho o' 1 . 'June 30 g 1959 For the head Conditions at that 
times Capacity was 70gpm lowi brake horsepower, was 508 hp lowg and 
efficiency was 504 percent low0. ■ ■ t .

Test Hoo 2 July 253 1959 For the head conditions at that 
times capacity was 90 gpm lowg brake horsepower was 8*8 hp lowi and 
effieiency was 203 percent low c

Test Ho* 3 August 15g 1959 Fdr the head conditions at that 
times Capacity n#s' 180. gpm low; brake horsepower was 2 hp low; and 
efficiency was 1S05 percent low0_ .

The rapid lowering ©f the head-capacity curve for this.pump 
wag not entirely unexpected D It had been in service' for nearly two 
complete pumping seasons which is near the average length of service 
between overhauls for pumps operating in this area,, The results of 
the third test do not agree too closely with the other tests and in
dicate a possible error in measurements0

The water temperature and its chemical analysis show that 
they would have little effect on the field pump test results „

The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of 
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 402) <,





■ ■' : - v ' ' ; ■ - % ■ 3 3 ...
, . 2 v3: A ■ We 11- Hot, '• '&~2i ' ?■ ■. ;  ̂ . :'x'; : : .. v,'

.The .pump in this well is a twelve inch iByron.-Jackson Type 
; 2GKH with eight' stages»' ’ -fhe. bowl type (.is 2GK;' \an& the high head im-.
. peller is used* Recotds shois that the:pump.was reiadved Srom the well, ;
' overhauled, and reinstalled on August 26, 1958, •

• / Test No & 1 June 30_, 1959. got - the head conditions'.at' that
time: capacity was 10 'gpm low; brake horsepower was 9*2 low; and

' •-efficiency 4 ,h'.percent ;highi1; I ' " : • /
Test ffo« 2 July. 28, 1959 : got- the head conditions at that

: timet, capacity was 40 gpm low;" brake horsepower was 9 hp low; and 
efficiency.was 1 '-percent high, .-I ■ - : y- - - ; - , - ;
y- • Test Ho,3' August 20, 1959 For the head conditions at that
time; Capacity was.10 gpm high; brake horsepower was 4,8 hp low; and 
''efficiency was 3»-5 •percent.-high.,-' • .'y.; -y •■ - •'

The unexpected rise in the capacity of the pump between the 
•:. ..second' and third, tests was probably caused by. the fact that the pump y 
was idle for the greater part of the period and operating conditions 
changed* Efficiencies higher. than the original efficiency curve in- 

■. '::.::dicate.; that , mechanical ' or: electrical, losses were .probably 'less than 
the computed, values, -. . , y
■, . The • water temperature and ; its chemical analysis show that they
would .have little effect on the field pump test results* . y 
: The results of the field, tests are plotted on the graph of

-the. pump ••characteristic curves'tFigttre-;̂ '̂ )-*' -.yyy; / " '" •
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v The pm§> in this well is a fourteen ijaoh ^ren-Jackson %rpe 
3CKH with; S;ix stages o The bowl "type is; 3dEs and the high head im- - ;, 
peller is nsedc Bseords ■ show that the pomp was removed from the weils=. 
©yerhasledi,: and reinstalled on March 14, 1958. . . : V , " ■ ;

. T Test 84 1959 For the head cohditions at that
time g ©apaoi-̂ r was 51Q gpm l@w$ brake horsepower was 10 hp lows and 
efficiency t o s  22 percent low. v

lest ho o  t '■ July 513 1959 For the head conditions, at that 
time s capacity, was 600 gpm lows brake horsepower was 10 hp lows and 
effieienoy was. 25 percent low. \ ; v.; ... : :

Test ho o 5 ■ August 18 a 1959. For the head conditions at that 
times capacity was 610 gpm lows brake, horsepower was 1 0 o2 hp lows and 
efficiency was 25 percent low. ■ ' ' ;

•This pump is in very poor condition and is operating at only • 
three^fourths of its original capabilities. Although .three separate 
.points. Wer©...obtainedp the head=-capaeity curve had ©hanged so mueh be-= ’ 
■tween tests that the points do not lie on a portion of the same curve = 
The brake horsepower values were higher than the original curve which 
.indidates 'mechanical or electrical losses greater than the computed 
values b •; ' ' ■: \ ^

The water ■ temperature ah.d its chemical analysis show that 
they would have little effect on the field, pump t©st results. ,

'The results of: the field tests are plotted on the graph of 
the pump char&Oteristic curves (Figure 4.4).





4,2 <,5 Well, lo, 5=36
The pump in this well is a twelve inch ^roriaJaokson U^pe 

BGEHyMg with nine stages. The howl type is 2CKo Seven stages use 
high head impellers9 and two stages have medium head impellers, 
Eeeords show that this pump was new when installed on May 27, 1959» 

Test Hop 1 July 9, 1959 For the head conditions at that 
time 8. capacity 'was 10 gpm highs brake horsepower was 2 hp low; and 
efficiency was 107 percent high.

Test Ho, 2 July 30, 1959 For the head conditions at that
times capacity was 10 'gpm highj brake horsepower was 5 hp. low; and
efficiency was 3,5 percent high.

Test Hoo 3 August 20, 1959 For- the head Conditions at 
that times capacity was 20 gpm high; brake horsepower was 4 hp low; 
and efficiency was 2.2 percent high.

This pump was in service for only a little more than a month 
before the first test was made, and the test results verify that 
facto Efficiencies higher than the original curve indicate errors 
in capacity measurement, head measurement, or in the computation 
of head losses. V: ...

The water temperature and its chemical analysis show that 
they would have little effect on the field pump test results.

The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of
the pump, characteristic curves (Figure 4ol)/.
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■ ■ Tne ,pump, in tRis -we 1.1 -is a .fourteen: iach Byron--Jatekson. Type. .
SGIM with seven stages. The bowl type.'is 3GK, and the medium head 
. impeller- ’is used,'Records •show that this' pump. was new when ''Installed 
on. December 3, 1958, ■ - . V. ■ .. ;

1 '' . ’.'TeSt .'Ro , 1 ' July' 14, 1959 For the' .head conditions at that '
time.; capacity was 45 gpra lowp brsiie,;.horsepower was '5 hp low; and 

. Test No* 2 July 31, 1959 For the head conditions at that ,
time; capacity- was 55 gpra low; brake horsepower was 8 : hp low; and
efficiency was • 1,8 percent low,. .. . ' • :

. . Test Hoi. 3 August 18, 1959 For the,.head conditions:' at that 
tiine; capacity was 60 gpm -low; brake horsepower was 7 hp low; and 
efflcleney was 2- percent low* -'.'t'.. ;• 2:1 ■ .
" -  This pmap was subject to changes in head conditions during 
-the testihg periodj - and' three ..separate '''points'-'were ̂obtained which ; '
give some indication of the existing characteristic curvest Although 
the piiBip - has : been in service, for almost two 'complete pumping seasons, 
it is. still operating close to its original characteristic curve'si- 
The-.sand’ sample analysis shows that a relatively low: hcantity’of sand 
; is .being, pumped,; ; ■ ; ■■ yVyy',»-./p t t..: ; : . .’ ;- -..I''-'.

The water temperature and its chemical analysis' show that they 
.would have little-effect on .the' field pump test results, ■

, The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of 
the pump characteristic, curves (Figure ,4*6), •: ."-p.'.■





4*2*7 Well.Hog 9A'Marinette
The pump in this well is a fourteen inch Layne and Bowler 

Type BM with four stages, -. The impellers have been'trimmed in diameter 
to give iCharacteristieS of 2400 gpm at 320 feet of-head* 'Records'. 
show that this pump was/new wheu installed dn .December 8 , 1958» ; :■

Test "Mo * .1 July 10, • 195.9 . , Ror .the head .conditions at . that- : .
■time t capacity was, 515 .g'psa low; brake horsepower was 22 hp low; and:
efficiendy was 14 percent, low* ' . , > '

Test Ho* 2 July 29* 1959 For the head condition's at that
time: ■ capacity was 500 gpm low; hrake horsepower was 22 hp low; and’

- e f f i c i e n c y  w a s  11*5 p e r c e n t  l o w ,  ,

T e s t  H o *  3 A u g u s t ' 21, 1959--; - F o r  t h e  - h e a d ; c o a d i t i o n s  .• at':; t h a t - ..

' time t - capacity, was 450 gpm low; - brake horsepower' was 20 hp low; ,and .
; efficiency was 8*5'percent; low*. - ' ■- , ; . : '

Although this pump has.departed considerably frpa its- original 
characteristics, :.it' is .still operating with; reasohabie efficiency* 
Changing' head conditions during-' the'-testing, period give /three separate 
points on the existing characteristic .curves* Of interest, here.is - '
thd fact- that the head conditions have -.changed by 1 0 perceht‘ in less' '' 
than - two.. years'* .:: ■ '. .' -- : . ; ■ - ■'' ■■ ;

"The water temperature and its chemical analysis show that ;
they would have little ■ effect. on the field pump: test results* ,
■ The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of.
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 4* 1)« ' -
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4o2o8 W@ll l©o T?A larinett® ■ • '
The pump in this well is a sixteen inch Layne and. Bowler %ype 

KHaL=HL with three stageso The impellers have been trimmed in 
diameter to give ©haraeteristies ©f 2750 gpm at 250 feet of head» 
Reeords show that this pump was removed from the wellg overhauledg 
and reinstalled on Deeember 15a 1958»

Test Hop 1. July 11s 1959 Per the head ©onditions at that
times eapaeiiy was 10 gpm lows' brake horsepower was 20 hp highs and 
effieienoy was SoS .pereent. lcmTo

Test Moo 2 July 29, 1959 Per the head conditions at that
times capacity was 20 gpm lows brake .horsepower was 20 hp high; and 
effieien©y was 605 percent low*

Test Moo 5 August 22, 1959 For the head conditions at that 
times capacity was 10 gpm high; brake horsepower was 20 hp low; and 
efficiency, was 3,percent lowo.

The results of tests on this pump would seem to indicate a 
large1 error in .. test measurements or in. the records of the . pumping . 
plant installation,, The brake horsepower was 10 percent high on all 
tests which is, if true, an unusual condition» That the head<=eapaoitgr 
operating points would be so close to the original curve is not likely
after almost two complete pumping seasons of service. Some of the
measuring equipment associated with the pumping plant m y  have been 
defectiveo More likely, however, is the possibility that the pump 
in the well is not what the records show it to bec

• The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of 
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 408)0 ' -
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4o2<>9 Well STo'o ISA Beardsley
The pimp in this well is a fourteen ineh layn© and Bowler 

Type KHM with seven stages 0 The impellers have been trimmed in 
diameter to give characteristics of 1880 gpm at a head of 390 feeto 
Reeords show that this pump m s  removed from the we 11 a overhauled s 
and reinstalled on January 2g 1959 „

Test loo 1 July 8 $, 1959 For the head conditions at that 
timss capacity was 140 gpm 1©W| brake horsepower was 5 hp high? and 
©ffioienoy was 605 percent low.

Test Moo 2 July 28g 1959 For the head conditions at that 
times capacity was 100 gpm, lowi brake'horsepower was 8 02 hp high; 
and efficiency was 5 percent low0

Test MOo 5 August 1959 For the head conditions at that 
times ■ capacity was 110 gpm low; brake horsepower was 6 hp high; and 
efficiency was 5o5 percent lcw« ,

Operating conditions changed enough for this pump during the 
testing period to permit partial characteristic curves to be drawn 
from the. results o . The he&d=capaeity and efficiency curves have 
shifted down and to the left as would be expected9 but the brake 
horsepower curve is higher than the original by about 5 percent.
This could be caused by the exists.nee of higher losses than were 
computed for the thrust bearing and line shaft bearings 0

The sand sample analysis indicates that this pump was pumping 
a relatively low amount of sand0

The results of the field tests are plotted on the graph of 
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 4o9)o
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: The pump in' this we 11 is a f ourteen ineh Laym and Bowler .
: / H E - T h e - ' I m p e l l e r s  have been trimmed in
diameter to give Gteracteristies of 1800 gpm at. a head of 400 feet,, 
Records show that this pump was new when installed on February 2 0,
1958. ' : ; \ . /

Test HOo 1 July 7\s 1959 Per the head eonditions at that 
times eapaeity was 500 gpm lowj. brake horsepower was 5 hp low^ and 
effioienhy was'15 pereent IdWo ,
■ Test Hoo 2 July, 24g 1959 For the head conditions,at that

time: eapaeity was 500 gpm low; brake horsepower was 806 hp/lows and
efficiency was 12 pereent low, . \:T „ . , : : . '

Test lOe 5 August 18g 1959 For the head eonditions at that 
tiitos.. .Oapaeity was' 820 gpm.' low2 brake horsepower was 0o5 hp highj /and 
eff ioienoy was 10o8 perceht IbWo ’ ; " ' - - '

; This pump has changed markedly after two pumping seasons from 
its original characteristics but not unexpectedly. The sand content 
of the water pumped from this well was higher than for any other well 

, tested0 Operating conditions changed enough for this pump during the S 
testing period to permit partial characteristic'curyes to be drawn 
from the -results 6 • These;partial curves all have the expected 
.relationship with the original curves indicating that the computed 
- losses are near the correct;value„ " -

The results Of the field tests are pibtted on the graph of 
the pump characteristic curves (Figure 4ol0} 0
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4o5 B is ©us s ion and A m  lysis of Errors
.■•CT. r r TCM..-rr^ .------ ------------------------- ----- , : . :T— ^.. - - ;

The eoraputed results of field pump tests are admittedly sub= 
j@©t to rmz%r errors0 Howevera beeause of the number of estimations 
and assumptions made in the eomputation of the results s finding the 
exact source and magnitude of the errors is extremely unlikely0

Errors can be made in the field test measurements which are 
listed with their possible errorss times 1 percent| amps g 2 percenti 
head on orifice^ '2'percenti and airline gauge, 1 percent. Estima
tions made in computing losses are the most probable source of errors 0 
These errors could have a magnitude of 50 percent' of the value esti
mated, but represent only a smll percentage of the total power.
The pump owner's records of the installation must be complete and 
correct, Any omission of pertinent data or error in the recorded 
information will nake accurate testing impossible.

Discussion of the overall effect of these errors on the field 
pump test results can only be based on conjecture. Close agreement 
of the results.of three tests would indicate that measurement errors 
are smile. The relative position of the results with respect to the 
original characteristics would be an indication of the accuracy of 
computed losses, i,e,/ the pump does not improve with wear. The 
effects of errors in the pumping plant record are undetermined „



Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AID SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Sol Ooroalusiong. ■
In this thesis a odmparisori of the field perferjmnee of deep 

well eentrifugal turbine pumps with their design ©haraeteristies has 
been presented0 The comparison is limited because the period of 
testing "Was'shprt in relation to the life of ^ pump0 The following 
general conclusions concerning the results of the project can be made
at this.time % ....

; io The length of time a pump has been operating will deter
mine the difference between the pump performance and the original 
characteristics„

So Closely related with length of service as a factor in 
©hanging pump performnee is the sand content of the pumped water <,
The erosive action of sand is the principle cause of pump wear and 
willy to a great extent, determine the rate at which the difference 
between performance.and design characteristics will occur,

So Emphasis must be placed on the necessity for planning 
pumping plant installations so that accurate testing can be done» 
Complete records of the original installation and any changes made 
are essential0 Field tests should be conducted immediately after 
installing a new pump or ©hanging an existing installation, and their 
results should become a part of the permanent record=

so
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5o% Suggestions for further Study

TEhen tis,® ptiiap testing project •was initiated»• the need for 
conducting tests over a .long period of time was anticipatedo , For 
more conclusive and informative results tests should continue on the 
same pumps for a period of three to five years 0 Tests mad© at several 
pump operating points would determine the complete characteristic 
curves and the effects of wear on thenio

The major cause of pump wear and loss of efficiency is the 
erosive action of sand particles in the pumped water» Further in
vestigations should be made to obtain a representative sample of the 
sand pumped over a long period ©f operation». In this connection 
methods to reduce sand pumpage could be studied o If the water vel0=- • 
city is lowy more sand stays in the; Column pipe and settles in the 
pump when it is stopped= Studies could be made to find the optimum 
velocity for carrying sand out of the discharge pipe without unduly 
increasing friction losses»

if ter pump efficiency has decreased to the point where opera*- 
tion is no longer economical and repairs are. necessary9 a close 
examination of the pump will determine where most wear occurs o' Ex
periments Could then be mad® with different materials to reduce, wear 
at critical pointso These would necessarily be laboratory studies 
under controlled conditions»

A complete study of a particular pump following the sugges
tions outlined above from the date of original installation until 
major repairs are needed would present interesting results»
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Owner HCMICD # 1

Well m *  MG958 Date 6=15^59

*0-r
0«
n

-24 *

*

o
° 24 ^ ° 4M

-Meter: Ser, >. 18668099
I o Square D.. Type Haric.opa.

483 ftp of size 4/0 & 12 ftp of
<,©261 okm

Motor:r Mfg. Byron-Jackson Ser.# 36035X Type Submersible
• H? 150 Volts 440 Amps 183 Phase 3

Cycle 60 RFM 1800 . - Eff. 81-83=88 _____ '
Colysm Pipe: 489 ft. of 8 . ' in Eat. Goeff. m o
.Oil Tub lag: none
Lime Shaft: none ft. of Mesh, thrust

  Type 2CKM ' Stae@g g Thrust K 6.5
overhauled oa date - 4-20-59

Suetioa pip®: none
Strainer: Type diamond Length 14

i

12 of 8 _i« Elbow standard
Valve

Airline: 495 _£t« of tubing
Measuring Attachments: Sparling n^ter saddle. 3/4” nine

plug 55” from end of pipe
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner MCMCD #1_______________Well No. MC958

DATE 7-1-59 7-27-59 8-19-59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 64.2 ' 64.3 65 .2

(2) Voltage (running) Avgo 3 phases 468 465 450

(3) Amps Avgo 3 phases 174 170 172

(4) Orifice No. 8—6 8—6 8—6

(5) Orifice Head in. H2O above centerline 
Head Meas.55 in. from end of pipe 31.7 28.5 24.4

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 46 45 45

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1.0 1.0 1.0

(8) Water temperature °F 81.5 82 84.2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W* G* Ma.tlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner MCWCD #1__________________________ Well No, ME938

Date 7-1-59 7-27-59 8-19-59

(1) Plant input hp 160.4 160.1 157.8

(2) Cable loss hp 3.0 3.0 3.0

(3) Motor input hp 157.4 157.1 154.8

(4) Motor Efficiency 86% 86%

CO

(5) Thrust lose - hp 0.4 0.4 0.4

(6 ) Motor output - hp 135.0 134.7 132*1

(7) Shaft loss - hp n o n e n o n e n o n e

(8 ) Brake horsepower t o  pump 135.0 134.7 132.1

(9) Capacity gpm 880 840 780

(1 0) Column lose - ft0 of H^O 7.0 6.0 4.8

(1 1) Strainer loss - ft, of H?0 0.25 0.25 0.2

(12) Elbow loss - ft, of HgO 0.25 0.25 0.2

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H7O n o n e n o n e n o n e

(14) Velocity head - ft, of H?0 0.5 0.5 0.4

(15) Pumping lift - ft. of HoO 450 451 451
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H9O 458 458 456.6

(17) Pump output hp 101.8 97.2 89.9

(18) Water hp 100 95.7 88.8

(19) Pump efficiency 75.4 71.9 67.8
(2 0) Overall efficiency 62.3 59.8 56.3
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS
Owner M3IMCD ^1________________________ Well No. MC958 Bate 8-22-59

Sample No
rime after start (mln)

402.8 388.9 409.3 405.4 417 .7itelght water & sand (gn)
0548 3625 .7059 1333 026Sheight sand (gm) 

I sand by weight 014 017094 033 006 £

Size distribution
Larger than 1 nm 008 028 020024

1 ram to .5 cm Wgt 005 078 056 030
10 21

5 ran to 60 mesh Wgt 007 090 110 032

60 to 140 mesh 023 107 247 ,038
30 2935

140 to 300 mesh Wgt 011 052 0 1 1206
20

Smaller than 300 mesh Wgt 008 062 001
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD
Owner MCWCD #1___________
Well No. A-19 Date 6-15-59

Sec. 19 T. 4N R. 1W
Meter: Ser. No. 16155518 Disk Kk 2 2/3 Multiplier 40_______
Starter: Mfg. Square D Type Maricopa Rating 150 hp____________
Cable: 470 ft. of size 4/0 & 12 ft. of size 2.

Resistance .0254 ohm_________
Motor: Mfg. Byron-Jaokson______ Serd 36052% Type _ Submersible

HP 150 Vo 11 s 440 Amp s 185 Pha se 3__________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 81 - 83 - 86______________

Column Pipe: 465.5____ ft. of 10_________in Est• Coeff. 1QQ____
Oil Tubing: none_____ in.
Line Shaft: none ft. of in. Shaft Loss_______Me ch. thrust____

*Pump: Mfg. Byron-Jaokson Type 2CKH Stages 8 Thrust K 6.5
Condition_____overhauled___________on date 2-21-58_________

Suction pipe: none_____ft. of ________ in.
Strainer: Type diamond_____Length 14"
Discharge Pipe: 52_______ft. of 10 in Elbow standard_______

Valve_____________ Misc. flap valve in column
Airline:____ 500 ft. of tubing_________
Measuring Attachments: Sparling meter flange. l/2ft pine___________
plug 24" from end of pipe________________________________________

T  6 — r  ■
i i

•  •  i -  *
i #
i i

„  „  i .  j
i i

•
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner MCWCD #1_______________Well Wo. A-19

DATE 6-30-59 7-23-59 8-15-59
(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 58.8 60 58.1
(2) Voltage (running) Avg» 3 phases 495 478 -480
(3) Amps Av r 0 3 phases 183 180 188
(4) Orifice No. 10-8 10-8 10-8
(5) Orifice Head in. HgO above centerline 

Head Meas. 24 in.from end of pipe 8.7 8.5 7.1

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 46 39.3 42

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1.0 1.0 1.0

(8) Water temperature °F 82.8 83.5 84.2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: G» Matlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner MCMTCD *1 Well No. A-19

Date 6-30-59 7-23-59 8-15-59

(1) Plant input hp 175,0 171.4 177.2

(2) Cable loss hp 3.4 3.3 3.6

(3) Motor input hp 171.6 168.1 173.6

(4) Motor Efficiency 86# 86# 8 6#
(5> Thrust loss - hp 0.4 0.4 0.4

(6 ) Motor output - hp 147.2 144.2 148.9

(7) Shaft loss - hp none none none

(8 ) Brake horsepower to pump 147.2 144.2 148.9

(9) Capacity gpro 980 960 875

(10) Column lose - ft „ of H*>0 4.7 4.5 4.3

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H?0 0.12 0.11 0.1

(12) Elbow lose - ft. of H^O 0.12 0.11 0.1_____

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of HfO 0.25 0.24 0.21_
(14) Velocity head - ft, of H*0 0.24 0.23 0.2

(15) Pumping lift - ft. of U9O 455 461.8 459

(16) Total pump head - ft. of H?0 460.4 467 463.9 ...

(17) Pump output hp 113.9 113.2 102.5

(18) Water hp 112.6 111.9 101.4
(19) Pump efficiency 77.4 78.5.... 68.8
(2 0) Overall efficiency 64.3 65.3 57.2
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD <5'T" t - t  " 1 1 «
Owner MCMVCD #1 1 1 1

7 -2 1  , -
Well No. A-21 Date 6-15-59 - - - I -  - *--

1 1 •

Seco 21 T. 4N Rq 1W
Meter; Ser» No. 20056834 Diek Kk 2.4_____ Multiplier 40______
Starter: Mfg. Square D Type Ma.rioopa Rating .150Jap___________
Cable: 500 ft. of size 4 / 0 & 12 ft. of size_____ g___________

Resistance .0269 ohm________
Motor: Mfg._Byron-Jaokson______  Scr.fl 36259 Type Submersible

HP 150 Vo It s 440 Amp s 183 Pha se 3__________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 81 - 83 -.86 ,_____________

Column Pipe: 472 ft. of 10________ in Eat. Coeff. iqq

Oil Tubing: none____ in.
Line Shaft: none ft. of in. Shaft Loss_______ Mech. thrust____
Pump: Mfg. Bvron-Jackson Type 2CKH Stage* 8 Thrust K 6.5

Condition overhauled___________ on date 8-26-58________
Suction pipe:_none______ft. of  in.
Strainer: Type diamond_____ Length 14"
Discharge Pipe: 27________ft. of 10 in Elbow standard______

Valve_____________Misc.____________
Airline: 472_____ ft. of tubing________
Measuring Attachments:____ Sparling meter flange. l/2M pipe plug_____
24” from end of pipe_____________________________________________
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner MCMWCD #1_______________Well No. A-21

DATE 6-30-59 7-28-59 8-20-59
(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 53.4 53.5 51.8
(2) Voltage (running) Avg. 3 phases 470 _ 490 480
(3) Amps Avg. 3 phases 178 175 177
(4) Orifice No. 10-8 10-8 10-8
(5) Orifice Head in. H2O above centerline 

Head Meas.j>4 in. from end of pipe 12.5 11.9 12.8

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 62 61 57

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1.2 1.2 1.2

(8) Water temperature °F 89.5 89 89.8

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W, G* Ma.tlook
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner MCWCD Well No.___A-21

Date 6—30—59 7-28-59 8-20-59

(1) Plant input hp 173,5 173.2 178.9

(2) Cable loss hp 3.4 3.3 3.4
(3) Motor input hp 170.1 169 .9 175.5
(4) Motor Efficiency 86# 8 6# 8 6#
(5) Thrust loss - hp 0.4 0.4 0.4
(6 ) Motor output - hp 145.8 145.7 150.5
(7) Shaft loss - hp none none none
(8 ) Brake horsepower to pucp 145.8 145.7 150.5 *

(9) Capacity gpra 1140 1110 1150

(1 0) Column loss - ft. of H?0 6.3 6.0 6.3
(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H?0 0.17 0.16 0.17
(12) Elbow loss - ft. of H^O 0.17 0.16 0.18
(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H%0 none none none
(14) Velocity head - ft. of H7O 0.34 0.32 0.35
(15) Pumping lift - ft. of H7O 413.2 412 416
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H?0 420.2 418.6 423
(17) Pump output hp 121.0 117.3 122.8
(18) Water hp 119.0 115.5 120.8
(19) Pump efficiency 82.9 80.5 81.6
(2 0) Overall efficiency 68.8 66.7 67.5
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD
Owner MCMSfYCD #1_________
Well No. 1—20 Date 6-15-59

Sec. 20 T. 4N R. 1W
Meter: Ser. No. 20056855 Disk 2.4______ Multiplier 80_______
Starter: Mfg. Square D Type Maricopa Rating 200 hp___________
Cable: 494 ft. of size 4/0 & 12 ft. of size 2_____________

Resietance ♦0266 ohm_________
Motor: Mfg. Bvron-Jaokson Ser.* 14270 Type Submersible

HP 200 Volts 440 Amp s 237 Pha se 3__________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 85 - 87 - 87______________

Column Pipe: 450.5_____ ft.____of 12____ in Eat. Coeff. ion_____
Oil Tubing: none in.
Line Shaft: none ft. of______ in. Shaft Loss_______ Meek, thrust____
P™#: Mfg. Byron-Jackson Type 2GKH Stages 6 Thrust K 9.0

Condition overhauled____________ on date 3-14-58_________
Suction pipe: none_____ ft. of  in.
Strainer: Type diamond_____ Length 14"
Discharge Pipe: 15  ft. of 12 in Elbow standard_______

Valve_____________Misc.____________
Airline: 450______ ft. of tubing________
Measuring Attachments: Sparling meter_flange, l/2" pipe________

— Blag SI" from pad of pipe_____________________________________________________________________________

i 20
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
owner MCUffCD #1_______________Veil Ho. 1-20

DATE 7-8-59 7-31-59 8-18-59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev* 71.6 71.0 71.6
(2) Voltage (running) Avg0 3 phases 460 465 465
(3) Amps Avgo 3 phases 280 278 278
(4) Orifice No. 12-10 12-10 12-10
(5) Orifice Head in. HgO above centerline 

Head Meas. 24 in.from end of pipe 5.5 4.9 4.85

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 22.5 25 28

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1.0 1.0 1.0

(8) Water temperature °F

CO•CO 87 88.2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: w. G. mtlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner MCMfiTCD *1 Well No. 1-20

Date 7-8-59 7-31-59 8—18—59

(1) Plant input hp 258.8 261 258.8

(2) Cable lose hp 8.4 8.3 8.3

(3) Motor input hp 250.4 252.7 250.5
(4) Motor Efficiency 87:& 87# 87#
(5) Thrust loss - hp 0.5 0.5 0.5

(6 ) Motor output - hp 217.3 219.3 217.4

(7) Shaft loss - hp none none none

(8 ) Brake horsepower to pump 217.3 219.3 217.4 '

(9) Capacity gpro 1160 1105 1100

(10) Column loss - ftc of H?0 2.4 2.2 2.2

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H7O 0.08 0.07 0.07
(12) Elbow loss - ft. of HgO 0.09 0.08 0.08

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H7O none none none

(14) Velocity head - ft. of H7O 0.17 0.15 0.15
(15) Pumping lift - ft. of H7O 428.5 426 423
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H9O 431.2 428.5 425.5

(17) Pump output hp 126.3 119.6 118.2
(18) Water hp 125.5 118.9 117.5
(19) Pump efficiency 58.1 54.5 54.4
(2 0) Overall efficiency 48.5 45.6 45.4
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD
Owner_____MCMWCD #1________
Well No. 3-36 Date 6-15-59

Sec. 36 T. 4N Ro 2W
Meter: Ser. No. 20056861 Disk Kh 2.4_______Multiplier 60_______
Starter: Mfg. Square D Type Maricopa Rating _l?^_hp___________
Cable: 530 ft. of size 4 / 0 & 12 ft. of size 2_______________

Resistance .0284 ohm_________
Motor: Mfg. B vron-Jaokson Ser f 14-223 Type Submersible_____

HP 200 Vo 11 s 440 Amp s 237 Pha se 3__________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 85 - 87 - 87______________

Column Pipe: 511.3______ft. of 10________ in Bet. Coeff. 100

Oil Tubing:___none_____ in.
Line Shaft: none ft. of______ in. Shaft_Loss_______ Mech. thrust____
Pump: Mfg. Bvron-Jaokson Type2CKH7Mg Stages 9 Thrust K 6.5

Condition_______ new_______________on date 5-27-59_________
Suction pipe: none_____ ft. of  in.
Strainer: Type diamond Length I f
Discharge Pipe: 14 ft. of 10 in Elbow standard

Valve Misc.
Airline: 515 ft. of tubing
Measuring Attachments: Sparling meter flanger l/2tt jpine plug

24“ from end of pipe________________________________________

71
-36
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner MCMWCD #1______________ Well NOo 3-36

DATE 7-9-59 7—30—59 8—20—59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 69.9 72.3 70.8
(2) Voltage (running) Avg, 3 phases 450 465 _ 455
(3) Amps Avg, 3 phases 212 182 . 208.
(4) Orifice No. 10-8 10-8 _ 10-8 _
(5) Orifice Head in, HgO above centerline 

Head Meas. 24 in.from end of pipe 12.5 12.5 12.75

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 52.5 56 58
(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1,0 1,0 1.0

(8) Water temperature *F 86.5 84 85.4

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W* G. Ma.tlock

4
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD

0 ™ *  MCMGB.Jl______________________ Well No. s-SE

Date 7-9-59 7 —30—59 8—20—59

(1) Plant input hp 198.8 192.2 196.3
(2) Cable loss hp 5.1 3.8 4.9

(3) Motor input hp 193.7 188.4 191.4
(4) Motor Efficiency 87% 87% 87%

(5) Thrust loss - hp 0.4 0.4 0.4

(6) Motor output - hp 168.1 163.5 166.1

(7) Shaft loss - hp none none none
(8) Brake horsepower to pump 168.1 163.5 166.1
<9) Capacity gpra 1140 1140 1150
(10) Column loss - ft. of H%0 6.6 6 .6 6 .6

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H?0 0.17 0.17 0.17
(12) Elbow loss - ft. of HgO 0.17 0.17 ...... 0.18
(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H%0 none none none
(14) Velocity head - ft. of H*>0 0.34 0.34 0.35
(15) Pumping lift - ft. of KoO 461 460 458
(16) Total pump head - ft. of RoO 468.3 467.3 465.3

(17) Pump output hp 134.8 134.5 135.1
(18) Water hp 132.7 132.4 133.0
(19) Pump efficiency 80.2 82.3 81.3
(20) Overall efficiency 66.8 68.9 67 .8
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Owner______ MCMETCD #1_____ .________________Well No.3-36 Date8-22-59

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5
rime after start (min). 0 1 3 5 15
Weight water & sand (&m) 434.2 433.4 447.2 437.1
Weight sand (gm) 0 .0681 .2110 .1126 .0118
I sand by weight ' 0 .013 .048 -.026 .003

Size distribution
Larger than 1 mm Wgt.

.008- 10062 .0196
%

14 3 17
1 ram to .5 mm Wgt.

.012 .0532 .0496 *

20 25 44
.5 am to 60 mesh Wgt.

.019 .096 .0316 4

Z
33 45 27 .

50 to 140 mesh Wet.
.017 .054 .0114

X
28 25 10

140 to 300 mesh Wgt.
.003 .002 •001

X
5 1 1

Smaller than 300 mesh $ rr 0 0 0
%

0 0 o
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PUMP m G  PLANT RECORD
Owner MCMCD #1___________
Well No.5_l2_c Date 6-15-59

Seco 12 T. 5N R. 2W
Meter: Ser. No. 17670019 Disk Kk 2 2/3 Multiplier 60_______
Starter: Mfg0 Square D Type Maricopa Rating 2Q0hp_______________
Cable: 520 ft. of size 4/0 & 12 ft. of size 2______________

Resistance .0279 ohm_________
Motor: Mfg._Byron-Jackson______ Ser0# 14-161 Type Submersible_____

HP 200 Vo It s 440 Amp s 237 Pha se 3__________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 85 - 87 - 87_______________

Column Pipe: 501.3 ft. of 10________ in Eat. Coeff. m o _____
Oil Tubing: none___ in.
Line Shaft:none ft. of______ in. Shaft Loss_______ Mech. thrust____
Pump: Mfg. Byron-Jaokson____Type 3CKM_____Stages 7 Thrust K 9*0

Condition new on date 12-3-58
Suction pipe:___none_____ft. of ________ in.
Strainer: Type diamond_____Length 14"
Discharge Pipe: ____^ _______ ft. of 12 in Elbow standard_______

Valve____________ Misc._____________
Airline: 509______ft. of tubing_________
Measuring Attachments: Sparling meter flangef 1/2" pipe plug________

24“ from end of, pipe______________________________________________

T-m

12
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner MCWCD #1_______________Well No, 5-12-C

DATE 7-14-59 7-31-59 8—18—59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 64,4 64.6 65.1

(2) Voltage (running) Avg, 3 phases 435 440 430
(3) Amps Avn, 3 phases 270 268 278
(4) Orifice No, 12-10 12-10 12-10
(5) Orifice Head in, H2O above centerline 

Head Meas. 24 in. from end of pipe 6.8 6.5 7.0

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 33 26 54

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. 1.0 1.0 1.0

(8) Water temperature °F | 85.8 85 86.2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W. G. Ma.tlook
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner_____ MCmCD #1_____________________ Well No. 5-12-C

Date 7-14-59 7-31-59 8-18-59

(1) Plant input hp 239.8 239.8 237 .3
(2) Cable loss hp 8_*2 8 . 0 8.7
(3) Motor input hp

*
231.6 _ 231.1 228.6

W Motor Efficiency 87# 87# 87#
(5) Thrust loss - hp 0.6 0.6 0.6

W Motor output - hp 200.9 200.5 198.3
(7) Shaft loss - hp none none none

(8 ) Brake horsepower to pucp 200.9 200.5 198.3

(9) Capacity gpro 1290 1260 1310
(10) Column loss * ft. of H«j>0 8 . 0 7.7 8.2

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H7O 0.1 0.1 0.11

(12) Elbow loss - ft. of H^O 0.1 _ 0.1 0.11

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H7O none none none
(14) Velocity head - ft, of H7O 0.21 0.2 0.22

(15) Pumping lift - ft. of U?0 477 484 456
(16) Total pump head - ft. of U9O 485.4 492.1 464.6
(17) Pump output hp 158.1 156.6 153.8
(18) Water hp 155.4 154.0 151.2
(19) Pump efficiency 78.7 78.1 77.2
(20) Overall efficiency 64.8 64.4 63.8
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS
Owner Well No5-12-C Date 8-22-59

Sample No
[ime after start (mln) 15
Weight water & sand (ga) 578.1 430.5 419.7 431.1
Weight sand (gm) 0112 531 295 0102
I sand by weight 0024003 025

Size distribution
Larger than 1 am Wgt

401

Wgt
023048 025

5 am to 60 mesh Wgt
154 046

25
50 to 140 mesh

m 148 035

140 to 300 mesh
£49 a£Q4

14
Smaller than 300 mesh Wgt

007 005



PUMPING PLANT RECORD 
Owner J. G. Boswell Co.
Well No. 9A Date 6-16-59

Sec. 9 T. 5N R. IE
Meter: Ser. No. 23515198 Disk Kk 2 2/3 Multiplier ro

Starter: Mfg.Gen. Elec. Type K-33_____ Retina 250 hp
Cable: 20 ft. of size 4/0 & ft. of size

Resistance •001 ohm
1 i 1

Motor: Mfg.General Electric Ser f 65287 45 Type EZ
HP 200 Volts 440 Amps 9.^0 Phase g.
Cycle 60

yaw
RPM 1800 Bff. 90 - 92 - 92.5

Column Pipe: 320 ft. of 12 in Est. Coeffo 100
1 i

Oil Tubing: 3 l/2 in.
Line Shaft: 326 ft. of 2 3/l6 in. Shaft Loss7.5 hn Mech. thrust 4150#= 
Pump: Mfg. Lavne & Bowler Type 14" RM Stages 4 Thrust K 19>4

Condition new_____________ on date 12-8-58
Suction pipe: 10 ft. of 12_____in.
Strainer: Type___ none______Length________
Discharge Pipe: ____ 18______ ft. of 12 in Elbow in base

Valve_____________ Misc. coupling 121 from end of pipe
Airline: 350______ft. of pipe__________
Measuring Attachments: 3/8" pipe plug 54” from end of pipe

74
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner J. G. Boswell Co._______ Well No. 9A Marinette

DATE 7-10-59 7-29-59 8—21—59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 8 6.6 86.8 87.1

(2) Voltage (running) Avg. 3 phases
(3) Amps Avg. 3 phases 248 260 260

(4) Orifice No. 1 2 - 1 0 1 2 - 1 0 1 2 -10

(5) Orifice Head in. HgO above centerline 
Head Meas.24 in.from end of pipe

13.4 14.2 16.0

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 9.5 8 14
(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. -.5 -.5 -.5

(8 ) Water temperature °F 80.5 80 81

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W. G. Matlock



PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD 
Owner J* G* Boswell Co. Well No, 9A Marinette

Date 7-10-69 7-29-59
(1) Plant input hp 237.8 237.2 _236.4
(2) Cable loss hp 0.2 0.3 _ 0.3
(3) Motor input hp 237 .6 236.9 236.1
W Motor Efficiency 92.5% 92.5% .. 92.5%
(3) Thrust loss - hp 1.4 1.4 ... 1.4 _
(6 ) Motor output - hp 218.4 217.8 217.0
(7) Shaft loss - hp 7.5 7.5 7 .5
(8 ) Brake horsepower to pucp 210.9 210.3 209.5
(9) Capacity gpra 1815 1870 1970
(10) Column lose - ft, of H%0 5.3 5.5 6.1

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H9O none none none

CM Elbow lose - ft. of H^O 0 . 2 1 ____0 . 2 2 . 0 .25
(13) Misc. lose - ft. of H7O none none none
(14) Velocity head - ft. of H?0 0.42 0 .44 0.49
(15) Pimping lift - ft. of HoO 320 321.5 315.5
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H9O 325.9 327.7 ... 322.3
(17) Pimp output hp 149.4 154.7 160.3
(18) Water hp 146.7 .. 161.8 . 157.0
(19) Pump efficiency 70.8 75.8 76.5
(2 0) Overall efficiency ejk.T _ . . . J i e f t .......
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD 
Owner J* G. Boswell Co.
Well No. 17A Pete 6-16-59

Sec. 17 T. 3N R. IE
Meter: Ser. No. 30492860 Dlek Kx 2-4 Multiplier 80_______
Starter: Mfg. Gen. Elec. Type K-33_____ Rating 2RO hp______________
Cable: 18 ft. of size 4/0 &_____ ft. of size____________________

Resistance ♦001 ohm_________
Motor: Mfg. U.S. Electric Ser.# 920039 Type CFTJ___________

HP 250 Volts 440 Amp s 300____ Pha se 3___________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 Eff. 90 - 92 - 92.6_______________

Column Pipe: 320______ft._of_____12_______ in Est. Coeff. iqq_____
Oil Tubing: 3 l/2_____ in.
Line Shaft: 526 ft. of 2 3/l6in. Shaft Loss 7,6 ho Mecb. thrust422r^ 
Pump: Mfg. layne & Bowler Type KBXL-HL Stages 3 Thrust K 25.8

Condition overhauled____________ on date 12-15-58_________
Suction pipe: 10_____ ft. of 12 in.
Strainer: Type none______Length________
Discharge Pipe: 10_______ft. of 12 in Elbow in hasp_________

Valve_____________Misc.____________
Airline: 330______ ft. of pipe_________
Me.wring Attachment,: 3/8" pine plug B4." from anri nf pip*,___________

— r — i—
* *
« i7 *i 0 ,

». i. .1i »•
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner J. G. Boswell Co.______ Well No0 17A Marinette

DATE 7-11-59 7-29-59 8-22-59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev* 74.9 74.1 74.7
(2) Voltage (running) Avgo 3 phases 430 430 440
(3) Amps Avg, 3 phases 290 285 280
(4) Orifice No. 1 2 - 1 0 1 2 - 1 0 1 2 - 1 0

(5) Orifice Head in. H2O above centerline 
Head Meas. 54 in.from end of pipe

12.2 11.8 12.5

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 21.5 21.5 19

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. -.5 -.5 -.5

(8) Water temperature °F 80.2 81 80.5

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W» G« Matlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner J, G* Boswell Co._________________ Well No. 17A Marinette

Date 7-11-59 7-29-59 8-22-59

(1) Plant input hp 248.4 250.1 249.2
(2) Cable lose hp 0.3 0.3 0.3
(3) Motor input hp 248.1 249.8 248.9

W Motor Efficiency 92.5# 92.5# 92.5#
(5) Thrust loss - hp 1.7 1.7 1.7
(6) Motor output - hp 227 .8 229.4 228 .3
(7) Shaft loss - hp 7.6 7.6 7.6
(8 ) Brake horsepower to pump 220.2 221.8 220.7
(9) Capacity Rpra 1735 1705 1750

(10) Column lose - ft„ of H?0 4.7 4.5 4.8

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H9O none none none
(12) Elbow loss - ft. of HgO 0.19 0.19 0.2

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H7O none none none
(14) Velocity head - ft. of H?0 0.38 0.37 0.4

(15) Pumping lift - ft. of HoO 306.5 308 310.5
(16) Total pump head - ft. of HpO 311.8 313.1 315.9

(17) Pump output hp 136.6 134.8 139.8
(18) Water hp 134.3 132.6 136.5
(19) Pump efficiency 62.0 60.8 63.2
(2 0) Overall efficiency 54.1 53.0 55.0
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS
t

Owner J. G. Boswell Co.________________ Well No. 17A Date 8-22-59

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5
lime after start (min)„ 0 _  1 3 5 15
height water & sand (gm) 457.1 425.1 404.0 414.2 407.7
height sand (gm) .001 .2479 .4854 .0604 .0176
I sand by weight 0 .053 .015 .0043

Size distribution
Larger than 1 ran Wgto - ♦058 .105 __Q_%

16 _ ' 21 S>I mm to .5 mm Wgt.
.098 .098 *001

/D
39 20 1.5 mm to 60 mesh Wgto

5 .071 .097 .0198
%

29 20 3360 to 140 mesh Wgt.
.035 .148 r .032

%
14 31 54

140 to 300 mesh Wgto
.005 .038 .007

%
2 8_ 11Smaller than 300 mesh Wgto
0 0 0

To
... Q . ..
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD

Owner J . G. Boswell Co.____

Well No. 19A Date 6-16-59

Sec. 19 T. 4N R<, 1W

Meter: Ser. No. 25225285 Disk Kk 2_2/3_____ Multiplier 80_________

Starter: Mfg. Gen. Eleo. Type K-33_______Rating 250 hP________________

Cable: 15 ft. of eize 4/0 &______ft. of size______________________

Resistance .0008 ohm_______

Motor: Mfg. General Electric _ Ser.# 692Q1SI__ Type__£________________

HP 250 Volts 440 Amps 305 Phase 3_____________

Cycle 6Q RPM 1800 _ Eff. 90 - 92 - 92.5_______________

Column Pipe: 450_______ ft. of IQ_________in Eat. Coeff. 100______

Oil Tubing: 5 1/2 in.

Line Shaft: 456 ft. of 10 in. Shaft Loss 10.6hp Mech. thrust 587C#

Pump: Mfg. Inyne & Bowler Type 14" KHM Stages 7 Thrust K 19.0

Condition overhauled_____________ on date 1-2-59_____________

Suction pipe:___ 10______ ft. of 10 in.

Strainer: Type none________ Length_______

Discharge Pipe: _____12________ ft. of 10 in Elbow in base__________

Valve_______________M isc._____________

Airline:_____460_____ ft. of pipe___________

Measuring Attachments:______s/B” pipe plug 43" from end of pipe_________
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner J« G. Boswell Co._______ Well No, 19A Beardsley,

DATE 7—8—59 7-28-59 8-21-59

(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 78.9 76.8 78.0

(2) Voltage (running) Avg, 3 phases 410 430 435

(3) Amps Avc„ 3 phases 280 292 280

(4) Orifice No. 10-8 10-8 10-8

(5) Orifice Head in, HgO above centerline 
Head Meas.45 in.from end of pipe

25.4 26.2 26.9

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 32 31 42

(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. -.5 -.5 -.5

(8) Water temperature °F 87 .3 86 87 .2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W« G» Matlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner J, ,  Well No.__ 19A,. Beard a lay

Date 7-8-59____ 7-28-59 8-21-59

(1) Plant input hp 261.0 265.2 263.2

(2) Cable loss hp 0.2 0.3 0.3

(3) Motor input hp 260.8 264.9 262.9

(4) Motor Efficiency 92.5# 92.5# 92.5#

(5) Thrust loss - hp 1.9 1.9 1.9

(6) Motor output - hp 239.3 242.9 241.3

(7) Shaft loss - hp 10.6 10.6 10.6

(8) Brake horsepower to pinup 228.7 232.3 230.7

(9) Capacity gpro 1540 1590 1610

(10) Column loss - ft. of H?0 14.9 15.9 16.2

(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H?0 none none none

(12) Elbow loss - ft. of tî O 0.31 0.33 0.34

(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H?0 none none none

(14) Velocity head - ft. of H?0 0.62 0.65 0.67

(15) Pumping lift - ft. of H?0 427.5 428.5 417.5

(16) Total pump head - ft. of H?0 443.3 445.4 434.7

(17) Pump output hp 172.4 178.8 176.7

(18) Water hp 166.2 172.0 169.7 _

(19) Pump efficiency 75.4 77.2 76.5

(20) Overall efficiency 63.7 64.6 64.7



SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS 

Ovner______J. G. Boswell Co. _WelI No.jLgA Date 8-22.59

Sample No.____________

[Ime after start (min)

feight water & sand (gm)

height sand (gm) 

I sand by weight

Size distribution
Larger than 1 mm Wgt

1 mm to .5 ran Wgt
.295 .015

5 am to 60 mesh 15S. ,0058

60 to 140 mesh Wgt
£01

140 to 300 mesh Wgt

Smaller than 300 mesh Wgt

*1 grain 1cm. in diameter
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PUMPING PLANT RECORD 

Owner J. G. Boswell Co.

Well No. 23A Date 6-16-59

Sec, 25 T. 4N R. 1W

Meter; Ser, No. 23508621 Disk Kh 2 2/3 Multiplier 80________

Starter; Mfg, Gen. Elec. Type K-33 Rating 250 ho_______________

Cable; 20 ft, of size 4/0 &______ft,__of size_____________________

Resistance .001 ohm__________

Motor: Mfg. U. S. Electric_____  Ser f 894535 Type CFU____________

HP 250 Volts 440 Amps 300 Phase 3______________
Cycle 60 RPM 1800 gff. 90 - 92 - 92.5_______________

Column Pipe; 590_______ ft. of____ 10_________ in Est. Coeff. 100_______

Oil Tubing; 3 l/2_____ in.

Line Shaft; 396 ft. of 2 g/l6in. Shaft Loss 9 .2hp Mech, thrust 5100# 

Pump; Mfg. L^yne & Bowler Type 14"RL Stages 5 Thrust K 19.4

Condition_______ new_________________ on date 2-20-58___________

Suction pipe; 10 ft. of 10 in.

Strainer; Type none__________ Length________

Discharge Pipe; _____ 10_______ft. of 10 in Elbow in base__________

Va ive______________ Misc._____________

Airline; 402______ft. of pipe___________

Measuring Attachments; g/g" pipe Plug 38" from end of nine____________
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FIELD DATA SHEET
Pump Test Measurements
Owner J. G. Boswell Co._______ Well No,, 25A-N Beardsley

DATE 7-7-59 7-24-59 8-18-59
(1) Wattmeter Sec./20 rev. 83,4 85.0 82.3
(2) VoItaRe (running) Avg. 3 phases 410 410 430
(3) Amps Ave. 3 phases 300 292 280

W Orifice No. 10-8 10-8 10-8

(5) Orifice Head in. HgO above centerline 
Head Meas. 38 in.from end of pipe 23.8 23.1 31.3

(6) Airline gauge ft. of HgO 20 16.5 58
(7) Centerline discharge above datum ft. -.5 -.5 -.5

(8 ) Water temperature °F 78.8 79 80.2

REMARKS:

Test Conducted by: W. G. Matlock
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PUMP PERFORMANCE RECORD
Owner J. G. Boswell Co._________________ Well No. 23A-N Deardalav

Date 7-7-59 7-24-59 8-18-59
(1) Plant input hp 246.9 242.3 _ 250.2
(2) Cable loss hp 0.4 0.3 0.3
(3) Motor input hp 246.5 242.0 249.9 . .
(4) Motor Efficiency 92.5# 92.5# 92.5#
(5) Thrust loss - hp 1.7 1.7 1.9
(6 ) Motor output - hp 226.3 222.2 . 229.3
(7) Shaft loss - hp 9.2 9.2 9.2 _ .
(8 ) Brake horsepower to pump 217.1 . _ 213.0 220.1
(9) Capacity rpto 1520 1500 1740
(10) Column loss - ft„ of H7O 12.6 12.3 16.4
(11) Strainer loss - ft. of H9O n o n e n o n e n o n e

(12) Elbow loss - ft. of HgO 0.3 0.3 0.39 .
(13) Misc. loss - ft. of H^O n o n e n o n e none

(14) Velocity head - ft. of H*>0 0.6 0.59 0V7R
(15) Pumping lift - ft. of H?0 381.5 385 346 ....
(16) Total pump head - ft. of H9O 395 398.2 363.6 ....
(17) Pump output hp 151.6 150.8 159.5
(18) Water hp 146.4 145.8 152.0
(19) Pump efficiency 69.8 70.8 72.2 .......
(2 0) Overall efficiency 59.3 60.5 .
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SAND SAMPLE ANALYSIS
J . G. Boswell Co. Well No. 25A Date 8-22-59Owner

Sample No
rime after start (nln)

360.1 405.1 411.1 385.6 427.9feight water & sand (ga)
0197 1.278 0937 1558 2395Weight sand (gn) 

I sand by weight 0.32 .023006 04 056

Size distribution
Larger than 1 ran 003 055 163

35 68
1  mm to .5 mm Wgt 155 011 020 036

5 am to 60 mesh Wgt 362 020 027 025
21

60 to 140 mesh 445 030 034 014
35 32

140 to 300 mesh Wgt 126 026 .018
10

Smaller than 300 mesh 02 ,004 003
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Appendix B 
ORIFICE CALIBRATION TESTS

Location of Tests
Orifice ©alibration tests were made at the Southwest Water 

Conservation Laboratoryi, Agrioultaral Research Servicea U.S.D.A. 3 at 
$eEpes Arizona ©n January 5? 6S & 79 1960«
Description of Test Apparatus

.Bad cap orifices were, mdeyfrom one«=»half standard couplings 
by welding a quarter inch steel plate on one end0 An orifice was cut 
in the ©enter ©f the1 plate9 and the. outside face was chamfered to the 
center providing a wall thickness at the opening of one=@ighth inch* 
Weight reduction, was achieved by decreasing the outside diameter of 
the couplings * Orifice ©aps were made for.twelve 9 ten and eight inch 
pipe with openings ©f tena eight9 and six inches respectively0

The orifices were screwed on the ends of special test see= 
tions construeted as shown.in Figure I* Pressure head on the ©ri= 
floe was measured with .a. plastic tube used as a water mnometer*

.Water from a vertical centrifugal turbine pump operating in 
a sump was supplied to the test sections through a twelve-ineh line 
containing a Venturi meter for measurement0 Reducers and couplings 
were used as needed to adapt the eight and ten inch test sections to 
the supply line * • ,

Results of Tests
The results of the.tests are shown in Tables I ,  I I *  and III*



: ■■ V ; - :  . v ; ; : ■ ■ ■ - ■ ■■ - . 9 1  ' -

Galibration, graphs t© be' used with the orifices are shomi in Figures
:| 9vs^Wv^;:v:::.

Conblnsiohs ;. , .  ' -V:
V ; : , / Test results are. all within 4 percent of those made previously 
on orifices of. this ty;pe except, the low flow readings which were in 
error as much as 24 percent, and. must be disregarded„ Difficulty was 
experienced iii .accurately' reading 'the. Venturi meter differential. pres- ■ 
sure for these low flows 9 and the error was anticipated« In future 
tests some, other means of flow measurement below 1000 gpm must: be 
used, ' ' • • : ■



■ Ta.ble I 8” Pipe Flow Measurement ’
Test Hoc Orifice ■ Head ' •Flow* , Venturi , Plcw%

' : . (gpm) : (in. Ego) (gpm) ;
1' ■ : 8=6 — ■ ■  ̂ 1.43

: V ; ■ '1.01'
. v:'-: 3 0 .2 ' - 860 .<V; : - m q

4 , :: : . ' 221:8 : 773 ::: ' ' ' . .591
v5:' :: :. ' ' I'''- 4: 16.5' - 650 - .407
'6" :;;::'v' v .\ ' \ 9 . i ^ . . ' - 490 ;y . .195

. fable II 10” Pipe Flw' ffifeasurezrent
■ . „ : ■ . : : ' : . '. o 'f@st;Ho.:Orifice Head . ?lw- -;« ; . Venturi : Vlow

(in.) (gpm) (in. Eg.) (gpra)
;'6066'' . : ^415^.' : y : 5.88 m  2520
:-3467-' ' 1852 3.38 ' 1760
■ ::2642' ' 1590 ■ : 2.56 4 . 1535 '■,
.'17.9' . 1335 , 1.77 vr 1270
l0.7 " 1065 v . , 498 ' ( / 950

• :'9o2' ' ' j 1000 .94 : 930 ..

' . i': :' ; V.’■ ; ; Table III 12” Pipe Flow Measurement ;y
Test No o'. ' Orifice ' /iv&ad;y/"; Flw^::' Venturi ' Flow^

i ’ \ (inoQ (gpm) : (in. Eg.) (gpm)
i’- :''': " v::. 11/4 12-10 , 49.3 ,5450
: .2 . . ■ ■■ .• ; 35.7 • - 2950

' / 5 4 y \ /..;44 4 ' ' " 2 3 ^ 3 ; 2 3 7s ,
4 ■ 17=4 2060 . .

i';:'/'':' : 6::4-' '44:' V 

y '6'\-

from Grove curves. ■= HI'feasurement of Water Flow through Pipe Orifice" 
/ .Layne &' Bowler 3 Inc. s fiemphis s Tenn. "; . 1 ' : ' 4-.

' ̂ froja; 'Calibration chart B-I-F Industries s Inc. 0=957.26
%.%ztension tf Oreve curtes. , ’4 '4 : :4 ' -.4

1244 :4 : ; 3370
9.25 ; : 2905
5.99 7 /./4-;2340' 

• 4.54 . 2035
3.59 1810
2.4 y ' 1480

10=8I'
'2
3
4
5
6

1150 
960 
840 

: "732
608 

' 422;: ;
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